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Shipped Product and Version

Open-Xchange App Suite backend 7.10.5-rev15
Open-Xchange App Suite frontend 7.10.5-rev14
Open-Xchange App Suite EAS 7.10.5-rev4
Find more information about product versions and releases at http://oxpedia.org/wiki/index.
php?title=AppSuite:Versioning_and_Numbering and http://documentation.open-xchange.com/.
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Bugs fixed since previous Public Release

This section provides a summary of bug fixes and changes that have been applied subsequently to
shipping Patch Release #6003.

MWB-1058 Server reports failed SQL database insertion for syncfolders request
Filenames containing dashes confused the fulltext index tokenizer.
Solution: OX Drive searches for files with ”exact-match”, ignore fulltext index for those requests.
OXUIB-820 Signature editor: toolbar cut off
Wrapping of elements were disabled.
This has been fixed by simply wrapping actions in toolbar if not enough space is available.
MWB-1137 Mails not displayed anymore on missing Drafts folder when Mail-Authenticity
is enabled
Possible null dereference when dropping a standard mail folder.
Fixed possible null dereference when dropping a standard mail folder.
OXUIB-854 ”Distorted” Error window when restoring a nonexistent draft in a second tab
The error was handled twice although it occurs only once.
The double handling of the error is unnecessary. The error is now displayed in the tab only and this
can be closed with ”close”.
OXUIB-868 Wrong description in the ’Getting started’ instruction
Button was moved to help icon.
This has been fixed by changing text accordingly.
MWB-1145 CalDAV: calendar can not be synchronized aynmore since upgrade to 7.10.5-ucs2
Missing safety checks prior folder display name template replacements.
Solution: Additional safety checks prior folder display name template replacements, added logging
if replacements are unavailable.
MWB-938 Drive shares losing permissions
Just added more logging, not fixed yet.
USM-25 Mail Flagging via EAS
Mail flagging was not implemented with EAS.
If the client sends a non-empty node<flag> USM sets the ”flagged” bit within the mail system flags.
The other direction: if the ”flagged” bit is set within the mail system flags USM/EAS sends to the
client the following node:
<Flag>
<FlagStatus> 2</FlagStatus>
<FlagType> FollowUp</FlagType>
</Flag> .
If the ”flagged” bit is not set and the cached sync status within EAS shows that the bit was set previously at the last sync USM/EAS sends an empty node to the client to indicate that the flag shall be
cleared:
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<Flag/>
If the ”flagged” bit is not set from sync to the next sync no flag node is sent to the client.
MWB-1132 iCal feed throws ”IllegalStateException: can not shift the time zone of an allday date”
All-day appointments were not considered during recurrence id normalization.
This has been solved by considering all-day appointments.
MWB-1108 Autoconfig does only use Port 80 for probing/connecting to autoconfig.<domain>
Static build URL used HTTP and not HTTPS.
This has been fixed by preferring HTTPS URL and only retry with HTTP if the forceSecure flag is set
(over HTTP API). Also, log a warning if HTTP is used.
MWB-1023 Connect your device SMTP Settings
SMTP host & login information advertised as ”None” in case SMTP authentication is disabled through
configuration.
This has been solved by not advertising SMTP host & login information as ”None” in case SMTP
authentication is disabled through configuration.
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Changes relevant for Operators
Changes of Packaging

Change #SCR-875 Added google-api-services-people library to Open-Xchange Middleware
Added google-api-services-people v1.29.2 library to bundle com.google.api.client
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Tests

Not all defects that got resolved could be reproduced within the lab. Therefore, we advise guided
and close monitoring of the reported defect when deploying to a staging or production environment. Defects which have not been fully verified, are marked as such.
To avoid side effects, the shipped packages have gone through automated regression test on both,
a Continuous Integration System and a dedicated server set-up for system and integration testing.
All changes have been checked for potential side-effects and effect on behavior. Unless explicitly
stated within this document, we do not expect any side-effects.
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Fixed Bugs

MWB-1058, OXUIB-820, MWB-1137, OXUIB-854, OXUIB-868, MWB-1145, MWB-938, USM-25, MWB1132, MWB-1108, MWB-1023,
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